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We present a new terthiophene derivative substituted at the thienyl � positions with a naphthalenediimide
functionalization. The UV-vis absorption and emission spectroscopic properties as well as the electrochemical
properties have been discussed to describe its electronic structure. The vibrational Raman data are used to
inspect the molecular architecture. All of the experimental data are supported by quantum chemical calculations
with different approaches. A close comparison with other terthiophenes available in the literature is conducted,
always stressing the effect of the relative orientation of the donor and acceptor groups either with long-axis
or short-axis polarizations. The electronic structure of the molecule has been understood in terms of the
HOMO-LUMO absolute energy values. A considerable reduction of the band gap from the constituting
units to the studied molecule is detected, although electronic interaction is not optimal for this configuration.
Fluorescence quenching is interpreted by the possibility of intersystem crossing and internal conversion. Finally,
Raman spectroscopy gives additional information of the distribution of conjugation along the molecular domain,
of subtle conformational effects, and of the intermolecular interaction by means of temperature-dependent
Raman data. This study provides guidelines for controlling the electronic structure and for exploring new
strategies pursuing improved dyes.

I. Introduction

Oligo- and polythiophenes are among the best investigated
and most frequently used conjugated materials, in particular,
as active components in organic electronic devices and molec-
ular electronics.1,2 For example, they are used as light-emitting
diodes (OLEDs) or lasers,3 field-effect transistors (OFETs),4

integrated circuits, and solar cells (OSCs).5 On the other hand,
monodisperse oligomers have received a great deal of attention
in recent years given that they are excellent model compounds
for the corresponding polydisperse polymers which include chain
length distributions, defects, and interruptions of the conjugated
chains.6 Valuable structure-property relationships and extrapo-
lations to the polymer have been established by monitoring
different properties that depend on the chain length, which is
the so-called oligomeric approach.7 With this aim, for almost
all basic conjugated polymers, the corresponding oligomers have
been produced.2 In this way, the field of organic electronics
and optoelectronics has developed into a double approach: (i)
the attainment of conjugated polymers processed from solutions
by monomer polymerization and (ii) the use of well-defined
conjugated oligomers built up by step-by-step organic synthesis
and typically processed by more costly evaporation techniques.
Despite their easier processability and less demanding synthetic
work, the use of polymers includes disadvantages (i.e., less-
defined molecular structures and less defect-free thin films)
leading to an uninterrupted growing and development of the
parent monodisperse oligomeric materials. Thus, since the

discovery of polythiophene in 1981 by Tourillon and Garnier,8

many smaller oligothiophenes have been synthesized, such as
those extensively reviewed by Roncali,9–11 Zotti,12 Pomerantz,13

Bryce et al.,14 and Swager et al.15,16

Among oligothiophenes, donor (D)-acceptor (A) derivatives
receive a great deal of attention due to their ambipolar field-
effect charge transport17–19 and their use in organic photovoltaics.
Thus, recently, D-A-based ter- and quaterthiophenes 1 (n )
1, 2) (Chart 1) endowed with N-ethylcarbazole and cyanoacrylic
acid at each terminus were prepared for their utilization as active
components in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) with an
incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) of
∼70% in the range of 400-650 nm and good maximum power
conversion efficiencies of 7.7 and 5.6% under AM 1.5 illumina-
tion.20

Oligothiophenes end-capped with cyano (2)21–23 or cyano-
containing groups, such as dicyanovinylene (3),24 tricyanovi-
nylene (TCV) (4, 5)25,26 and dicyanomethylene (6),23,27–31 were
prepared and investigated (Chart 1). The incorporation of these
electron-withdrawing groups into oligothiophene backbones
induced strong bathochromic shifts in their optical spectra and
lowered the HOMO-LUMO gap (i.e., HOMO: highest occupied
molecular orbital; LUMO: lowest unoccupied molecular orbital).
Leo and Bäuerle et al. recently reported the synthesis of low-
band-gap acceptor-capped oligothiophenes designed for the use
in bilayer heterojunction solar cells (7, Chart 1), showing a
maximum power conversion efficiency of 3.4% under illumina-
tion with simulated sunlight.32,33 For these device applications,
it is crucial to control the electronic structure of the material in
order to achieve (a) a band gap of the desired magnitude and
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(b) a HOMO and LUMO with appropriate energies.34 One
different approach to obtain D-A oligothiophenes as low-band-
gap materials involves the alternation of electron-donating and
electron-accepting moieties in conjugated co-oligomers,35 show-
ing that the mixing of monomer segments with a higher HOMO
and a lower LUMO is effective to reduce the band gap due to
the intrachain charge transfer (i.e., ICT).36,37 Thus, a number
of trimeric thiophene derivatives 8 (Chart 1) have been
synthesized with the middle thiophene unit fused with pyrazine
moieties. Relatively high electron mobility and ambipolar field-
effect charge transport have been recently observed in this kind
of thiophene-based donor-acceptor oligomer.38 However, the
inclusion of strong electron-withdrawing groups, which favor
extensive ICT, might be detrimental for charge transport since
the undesired confinement or localization of the injected charge,
hence less electron-withdrawing groups able to efficiently
delocalized the extra charge, can provide an interesting strategy
to optimize the final output as far as charge stabilization and
transport are concerned. We will show here an example of such
an alternative.

In an attempt to control the electronic properties (band gap
and HOMO/LUMO energies) and to promote efficient ambipolar
charge transport within the hypothesis of combining electron
and hole extended conjugated (i.e., electron-delocalized) units,
we propose the synthesis of a naphthaleneamidinemonoimide
derivative fused with a terthiophene moiety through an imidazole
unit (NPTI-3T, Figure 1). The 1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarboxy-
lic acid diimides are important compounds for materials and
supramolecular chemistry.39 Since naphthalenediimides are
easily reversibly reduced to form stable radical anions, they serve
as electron-acceptor units in artificial photosynthetic systems
for solar energy conversion.40 In addition, the introduction of
arylimidazole to extend the conjugation in rylene-type deriva-
tives is an efficient strategy to red shift the absorption of these
dyes.41 Thus, the novel NPTI-3T is designed to absorb light in
the whole UV-vis region.

In this paper, we will describe the synthesis of NPTI-3T,
which is the starting point for a deep analysis of NPTI-3T,
paying special attention to the features of its electronic and
molecular structures in order to achieve a complete understand-

ing of its spectral, photophysical, and electrochemical properties
that, as already mentioned, definitively decide its suitable use
in applications. The potential exploitation of NPTI-3T as a
polymerizable monomer is not central now and will deserve
careful study elsewhere. Our main goals can be summarized as
(i) a comparative evaluation of the NPTI-3T properties relative
to other donor-acceptor oligothiophenes, choosing those with
well-differentiated electron-withdrawing strength (i.e., TCV-
3T in Figure 1) and extended topology in the electronic
interaction (i.e., PRI-3T in Figure 1), and (ii) of prime interest
for us is also the property evolution as a function of the step-
by-step addition of chemical building blocks (i.e., 3T, NPTI,
andNPTI-1TinFigure1)andtheinspectionofspectroscopic-structure
relationships. To this goal, a paralleled experimental and
theoretical study is proposed for every property analyzed.
Electronic absorption and emission spectroscopies together with
electrochemistry are used for the electronic structure discussion
(section III), and Raman spectroscopy gives us information about
the molecular structure (section IV). DFT and time-dependent
DFT theories are used for the simulation of the experimental
data and to guide the interpretation. The excited states discussion
will require the use of the RCIS-HF approach.

II. Experimental and Theoretical Details

II. 1. Synthesis. The synthesis of this type of compound can
be carried out by reaction of o-phenylenediamines with anhy-
drides derived from naphthalene- or perylenedicarboxylic ac-
ids.42 By following this strategy (Scheme 1), we synthesized
naphthaleneamidinemonoimideterthiophene (NPTI-3T), the par-
ent naphthaleneamidinemonoimidethiophene (NPTI-1T), as well
as the reference NPTI prepared for comparison purposes. See
Supporting Information for additional synthetic details and
characterization data (NMR, mass spectra, etc.) of the new
products.

II. 2. Electrochemistry. Cyclic voltammetry experiments
were performed with a computer-controlled EG & G PAR 273
potentiostat in a three electrode single-compartment cell (5 ml).
The platinum working electrode consisted of a platinum wire
sealed in a soft glass tube with a surface of A ) 0.785 mm2,
which was polished down to 0.5 µm with Buehler polishing
paste prior to use in order to obtain reproducible surfaces. The

CHART 1: Selected Donor-Acceptor Oligothiophenes

Figure 1. Chemical structures of the studied compounds, including
intermediates and references.
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counter electrode consisted of a platinum wire, and the reference
electrode was a Ag/AgCl secondary electrode. All potentials
were internally referenced to the ferrocene-ferricenium couple.
For the measurements, concentrations of 5 × 10-3 mol L-1 of
the electroactive species were used in freshly distilled and
deaerated dichloromethane (Lichrosolv, Merck) and 0.1 M
tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAHFP, Fluka),
which was twice recrystallized from ethanol and dried under
vacuum prior to use.

II. 3. Spectroscopic Details. UV-vis absorption spectra
were recorded on an Agilent 8453 instrument equipped with a
diode array detection system. Emission spectra were measured
using a JASCO FP-750 spectrofluorometer. No fluorescent
contaminants were detected upon excitation in the wavelength
region of experimental interest. FT-Raman scattering spectra
were collected on a Bruker FRA106/S apparatus and a Nd:YAG
laser source (λexc ) 1064 nm) in a back-scattering configuration.
The operating power for the exciting laser radiation was kept
to 100 mW in all of the experiments. Samples were analyzed
as pure solids averaging 1000 scans with 2 cm-1 of spectral
resolution. Resonance Raman spectra (λexc ) 532 nm) were
recorded by using a Senterra dispersive Raman microscope from
Bruker.

II. 4. Calculations. Ground-state total energies, equilibrium
geometries, eigenfrequencies, and normal coordinates were
calculated using Density Functional Theory by means of the
Gaussian-03 package of programs.43 The Becke’s three param-
eter (B3) gradient-corrected exchange functional combined with
the correlation Lee-Yang-Parr (LYP) functional was utilized.44

The 6-31G** basis set was used.45 Theoretical Raman spectra
were obtained for the resulting ground-state optimized geom-
etries; harmonic vibrational frequencies and Raman intensities
were calculated analytically and numerically, respectively.46 The
time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT) approach has been used for the
evaluation of at least the 10 lowest-energy vertical electronic
excited states including both singlet and triplet states.47 TD-

DFT calculations were performed using the same functional
(B3LYP) and basis set (6-31G**). The geometry optimization
of the first excited S1 state was carried out using the ab initio
method restricted configuration interaction singles (RCIS)48

incorporated in the Gaussian 03W software and using the
6-31G* basis. TD-DFT/B3LYP/6-31G** calculations were used
to calculate the S1 f S0 electronic excitations from the RCIS-
optimized (relaxed) S1 state.

III. Electronic Spectra and Electronic Structure

III. 1. Absorption Spectra. Figure 2 displays the electronic
absorption spectrum of NPTI-3T in CH2Cl2. TD-DFT/B3LYP/
6-31G** calculations have been carried out for the S0 ground
electronic state and vertical electronic excitations obtained in
order to compare with the UV-vis experimental data.

Three important bands are recorded for NPTI-3T in CH2Cl2

at 583, 397, and 302 nm that might be related to the theoretical
excitations at 738, 468-419, and 359-340 nm, respectively.
Calculated oscillator strengths for the three features are 0.21
(738 nm), 0.34 (468-419 nm), and 0.40 (359-340 nm), which
qualitatively agree with the tendency of the molar extinction
coefficients of the experimental bands, or 6.04 × 103 (583 nm),
1.51 × 104 (397 nm), and 1.78 × 104 (302 nm), respectively.
The broad absorption at 583 nm is typically of an intramolecular
charge-transfer band (i.e., ICT). This is theoretically confirmed
since it can be described as a HOMO f LUMO one-electron
excitation that consists of the displacement of the electron
density from the HOMO mostly located at the terthiophene unit
to the LUMO mainly described by the naphthalene unit. There

SCHEME 1: Synthesis of the Compounds

Figure 2. UV-vis spectra of a) 3T, b) NPTI-3T, and c) TCV-3T in
CH2Cl2.

Figure 3. DFT//B3LYP/6-31G** dipolar momentum vectors (in red,
the modulus in Debye) for the S0 ground and S1 excited states of NPTI-
3T and TCV-3T.
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is a very moderate overlapping of the two wavefunctions (central
thiophene and imidazol) along the excitation which explains
the lowest predicted oscillator strength and intensity of this ICT
band among the absorptions.

Also in Figure 2, the UV-vis absorption spectra of NPTI-
3T and that of TCV-3T (i.e., R-tricyanovinylterthiophene as
an example of a push-pull terthiophene having substitution with
an electron acceptor at one terminal R position of the thienyl
chain) are compared. In TCV-3T, donor-to-acceptor ICT
nominally occurs along the long molecular axis from the R point
to the 3T, in contrast with the path through the � connections
in NPTI-3T.49 In TCV-3T, the lowest-energy ICT band, also
due to a HOMO f LUMO excitation, is the strongest of the
spectrum due to the maximal overlapping of the heteroaromatic

HOMO and heteroquinoid LUMO along the oligothiophene
moiety,whichalsocontrastswith therathersmallHOMO-LUMO
wavefunction superposition in NPTI-3T.

The directions of the dipolar momentum vectors in Figure 3
nicely show the different topology of the ICT in the two
molecules: along the long terthiophene molecular axis for TCV-
3T and over the short molecular axis for NPTI-3T. It is deduced
that the small atomic coefficients at the � positions in these
orbitals limit electronic communication or conjugation between
the two moieties in NPTI-3T, while the large atomic coefficients
at R favor electron delocalization.

Figure 4 depicts the electronic levels and correlation for the
orbitals around the gap, stressing their evolution with chemical
substitution. Comparing the orbital topologies of 3T and NPTI-

Figure 4. DFT/B3LYP/6-31G** frontier orbitals and absolute energies (in eV) for the compounds under study.

Figure 5. B3LYP/6-31G** molecular orbital diagram (energies in eV) of the coupling between the NPTI, 3T, and TCV-H fragments giving rise
to NPTI-3T and TCV-3T. Arrows in yellow indicate the HOMO-LUMO gaps.
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3T, it is deduced that both HOMOs correlate; however, the
LUMO of 3T is similar to the LUMO+1 of NPTI-3T, meaning
that the LUMO of the latter seems to be a energy level inserted
in the prohibited gap of the neutral 3T. Thus, the LUMO of
the NPTI unit mainly becomes the LUMO of NPTI-3T. This
invokes the situation after doping of conducting polymers
wherein accessible electronic states in the gap are responsible
for the properties of doped polymers.

Relative to NPTI-3T, the reduction/enlargement of the
HOMO-LUMO gap in NPTI-1T/PRI-3T is a consequence of
the HOMO/LUMO destabilization/stabilization on 1T f 3T/
NPTIf PRI due to better conjugation in the larger molecular
systems. These simple arguments are valid because of the small
electronic delocalization between both benzene- and thiophene-
based units, which permits treatment of the frontier orbitals
almost separately. This is nicely visualized in Figure 5, where
a possible combination of the frontier orbitals of the building
blocks is proposed to account for the energies and topologies
of the frontier orbitals of NPTI-3T. While the HOMO and
LUMO of NPTI-3T come from the isolated HOMO and LUMO
of 3T and NPTI, respectively, the lower and higher terms can
be expressed by combinations of the corresponding orbitals. This
description differs from that of TCV-3T, where its HOMO and
LUMO are combinations of the HOMO and LUMO of 3T and
TCV, reflecting a great orbital mixing.49 However, their similar
HOMOf LUMO excitation energies (571 nm in TCV-3T and
583 nm in NPTI-3T) do not reflect the different interaction
through R and � positions. It seems that the greater delocal-
ization ability in NPTI balances the stronger mesomeric effect
(i.e., electron-withdrawing) of TCV, which indeed offers, in
relative terms, a restricted electron delocalization path given
its small size.

The situation described in the above section can be explained
by arguing the limited communication through the � positions
of the thiophene. However, the optimized geometry of S0

displays a considerable distortion of the external thiophene
which is close to the carbonyl group; this ring greatly rotates,
likely to mitigate steric crowding (this effect will be more
carefully analyzed in section IV). The combination of these two
effects might be the origin of the appearance of the “isolated”
HOMO and LUMO of NPTI-3T, in contrast with the extensive
orbital mixing in TCV-3T. On the other hand, the HOMO of
3T and the LUMO of TCV combine, giving rise to the HOMO
of TCV-3T that provokes an electron occupation of the former
LUMO of TCV at the expense of the electron density of the

former HOMO of 3T, which results in a strong charge
polarization of the ground electronic state (see the dipolar
momentum vector). In NPTI-3T, however, its HOMO is almost
the HOMO of 3T, and the phenomenon of charge redistribution
is absent, and its dipolar momentum vector is thus small.

III. 2. Electrochemical Properties. Figure 6 shows the
cyclic voltammetries of the studied compounds. NPTI-3T
displays both cathodic and anodic processes that can be
interpreted in the framework of the Koopmann’s approach since
reduction and oxidation occur on the LUMO and HOMO
orbitals, respectively. According to the above electronic structure
description, electron extraction happens on the 3T unit, which,
due to high activity (great HOMO orbital and spin atomic
coefficients) of its free R-terminal positions, leads to polymer-
ization provoking the irreversibility of the wave. Reduction
instead involves the naphthalene unit and is stabilized in NPTI-
3T relative to NPTI, in accordance with the more stable LUMO
orbital in the former (see Figure 5). The very strong electron-
withdrawing tricyanovinyl group displaces the oxidation of
TCV-3T by 0.34 V at higher potentials. The first reduction
process in TCV-3T is stabilized by 0.10 V, while the second
one is destabilized by 0.18 V compared to NPTI-3T. Moreover,
the redox windows (i.e., electrochemical gap) also differ in both
samples, 1.85 and 1.62 V in TCV-3T and NPTI-3T, respec-
tively. These electrochemical properties indicate that, depending
on the topology and nature of the substitutions with acceptors,
significant differences in the absolute energy position of the
HOMO and LUMO are attained. This energy modulation is very
important in the energetics of the coupling of the molecule with
the metallic electrodes (i.e., work functions) of the device.

III. 3. Photophysical Properties. No emission spectra were
obtained for NPTI-3T upon excitation on its absorption bands.
Upon light absorption, and assuming that the Kasha rule applies,
it is the structure of the S1 emitting state which determines the
subsequent relaxation steps, which involve either photon emis-
sion to the S0 (i.e., fluorescence), intersystem crossing to the
triplet manifold, internal conversion, or exciton rupture and
formation of charge separate states (i.e., electrons and holes),
potentially leading by migration to photovoltaic action. Ac-
cording to the complete fluorescence quenching detected
experimentally, the analysis of the S1 state and exploration of
its electronic properties toward the understanding of the favored
de-excitation routes become relevant.

RCIS/HF/6-31G*-optimized geometries of the S1 state have
been obtained for the compounds under analysis. On the S1-
optimized structures, new TD-DFT//B3LYP/6-31G** calcula-
tions have been carried out, and the HOMOf LUMO excitation
has been taken as the representative transition associated with
the fluorescence or radiative properties (see Figure 7). In this
approach, we take the DFT-optimized geometry for the S0 and
the RCIS for the S1; thus, in Figure S1, we provide a
photophysical theoretical scheme, similar to that of Figure 7,
in which TD-DFT excitation energy calculations were done over
the HF S0- and RCIS-HF S1-optimized geometries. In Figures
S2 and S3, the HF(S0)/RCIS-HF(S1) and DFT(S0)/RCIS-HF(S1)
theoretical data are compared with the absorption and emission
properties for 3T and NPTI-3T. For 3T, excitation to S1

provokes two main structural changes: (i) quinoidization of the
conjugated CdC/C-C path and (ii) planarization of the inter-
ring structure. In NPTI-3T, the most noticeable changes are
concerned with the quinoidization of the bithiophene segment
already planarized in the ground electronic state (see section
IV), while the distorted thiophene significantly modifies neither
its CC bonds nor its dihedral angle with the central ring. These

Figure 6. Cyclic voltammetries of a) 3T, b) NPTI, c) NPTI-3T, and
d) TCV-3T.
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geometrical data are in line with the smaller theoretical Stokes
shift predicted theoretically for NPTI-3T (0.10 eV) compared
with that for 3T (0.40 eV). However, similar Stokes shifts of
0.35-0.40 eV are calculated for the constituting units NPTI
and 3T. From an energetic point of view, this small reorganiza-
tion energy in NPTI-3T upon photoexcitation makes the exciton
binding energy in the diabatic S1 state more favorable for charge
separation and photovoltaic action. In the R-to-R′ push-pull
TCV-3T, structural reorganization in S1 is also small compared
to that in S0, and the most significant change is concerned with
the dihedral angle between the central and the non-TCV-
connected thiophene, 35.5° for S0 and 22.4° in S1. This
description regarding the small reorganization energies (i.e.,
theoretical Stokes shifts) in the two charge-transfer molecules
(i.e., TCV-3T and NPTI-3T) is in agreement with the absence

of vibronic structure in the so-termed absorption bands at the
lowest energies. Indeed, NPTI and 3T show distinctive vibronic
activity.

Regarding the fluorescence properties, 3T displays reasonably
high quantum yields; however, full fluorescence quenching is
observed in NPTI-3T. It is known that one of the main
mechanisms of fluorescence quenching in oligothiophenes is
intersystem crossing to the triplet manifold; hence, the presence
of accessible triplet excited states can open the way for S1 f
Tn energy transfer in our molecules. This process is controlled
by two main parameters: (i) spin-orbit coupling and (ii) the
energy difference between the closest triplet state to S1,
∆E(S1-Tn) or exchange energy. At the optimized geometry of
this S1 state, vertical triplet excited states have been calculated
and included in Figure 7. The largest ∆E(S1-Tn) ) 0.75 eV in
the series corresponds to NPTI-3T, and one would anticipate
that intersystem crossing is limited in this case under exclusive
consideration of the adiabatic energy. Consequently, and aside
from intermolecular phenomena, the more feasible mechanism
for the observed quenching would be the nonradiative S1f S0

internal conversion, especially effective in low-band-gap mol-
ecules; of the studied molecules, full quenching of the photo-
luminescence is observed in the systems with the lowest S1-S0

gap, or NPTI-3T, TCV-3T, and PRI-3T.

IV. Vibrational Raman Spectra and Molecular Structure

IV. 1. FT-1064-Raman Spectra. Figure 8 shows the Raman
spectra of NPTI-3T together with those of their constituent
building blocks. The Raman spectrum of 3T is characterized
by two important bands at 1530 and 1460 cm-1 that correspond
to thiophene ν(CdC) vibration modes of the terminal and
innermost rings, respectively.50 On the other hand, the Raman
spectrum of the naphthalenimide moiety has two strong features
at 1599 and 1413 cm-1. Upon connection of both groups in
NPTI-3T, the lines mainly affected are those assigned to the
terthiophene moiety that now appear at 1522 (1530 cm-1 in
3T) and 1488 cm-1 (1460 cm-1 in 3T), whereas the most
noticeable change on the NPTI moiety is the 1413 f 1404
cm-1 on NPTI f NPTI-3T.

These vibrational changes can be interpreted as a function
of the geometrical modifications so that Figure 9 compares the
DFT/B3LYP/6-31G**-optimized geometries of NPTI, 3T, and
NPTI-3T. As for the terthiophene moiety, a strong distortion
of the dihedral angle between one of the two outermost
thiophenes (i.e., that close to the carbonyl group) and the central
ring is noticed, with a value of 51.6 versus 17.8° in 3T.
However, the homologue angle on the other side of the molecule
is strongly planarized (0.7°) in NPTI-3T compared to that in
3T (17.8°). This asymmetric distortion arises from a steric and/

Figure 7. Theoretical photophysical properties of the studied molecules. TD-DFT/B3LYP/6-31G** singlet and triplet energies are shown in eV.

Figure 8. FT-Raman spectra of a) 3T, b) NPTI-1T, c) NPTI-3T, and
d) NPTI.

Figure 9. More relevant DFT//B3LYP/6-31G** geometrical param-
eters (lengths in Å) on the optimized geometries of the studied
compounds.
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or electronic repulsion between the electronic clouds of oxygen
(i.e., carbonyl group) and sulfur (i.e., thiophene).

It is generally established that the strongest Raman lines in
oligothiophenes downshift or upshift their frequencies when
more efficient or interfered conjugation occurs. Taking this
structural information into account, the 1530(3T)f 1522(NPTI-
3T) frequency downshift might result from the increase/decrease
of the CdC/C-C bond lengths in the terminal ring, which is
almost planarized with the central one. A possible explanation
for the behavior of the bands at 1460 cm-1 in 3T and 1488
cm-1 in NPTI-3T, or the frequency upshift upon substitution,
is concerned with the topology of the blockade of the two central
� positions of terthiophene. If conjugation in 3T is exclusively
linear, or one sequence of conjugating CdC/C-C bonds from
the R position to the other R′ position, the inclusion of NPTI
adds a new path for electronic delocalization which is cross
conjugated with the linear one. The interference of both paths,
together with the conformational distortion already described,

makes the overall electronic communication less efficient in
NPTI-3T than that in 3T, and as a result, the strong terthiophene
Raman line upshifts its frequency by 18 cm-1. However, paying
attention to the particular CC bond lengths, some discrepancies
are apparent. Despite the electronic isolation by rotation of the
terminal distorted thiophene, its CC bond distances are similar
to those of the other terminal thienyl ring (i.e., one would
anticipate that better conjugation with the central ring would
soften its skeletal structure, as occurs with the dihedral angle).
This structural resemblance arises from two opposite effects,
on one hand, the effectiveness of conjugation in the case of the
planar outer thiophene and, on the other, the antibonding
character on the HOMO wavefunction for the CdC double
bonds of this distorted ring which weaken and consequently
lengthen.

IV. 2. Resonance Raman Spectra and Linear versus Cross
Conjugation. A more detailed analysis of the effect of cross
conjugation can be made by considering the Raman signal
associated with the electronic HOMO f LUMO transition
which describes the � coupling giving rise to the cross-
conjugated path. In order to get this information, the Raman
spectrum with a laser excitation of 532 nm was taken, which
coincides with the electronic absorption associated with the
HOMO f LUMO promotion measured at 583 nm.

This resonance Raman spectrum is shown in Figure 10. Since
the HOMO is centered at the terthiophene and the LUMO is at
the naphthalene moiety, the resonance Raman signal relatively
enhances the 3T and NPTI conjugating vibrational modes (i.e.,
CC stretching modes) which mimic the evolution dictated by
the corresponding HOMO/LUMO wavefunctions; the 1488 and
1404 cm-1 bands are enhanced.

Figure 10 also compares the FT-Raman spectra of NPTI-3T
and TCV-3T, showing an important displacement at lower
frequencies for the relevant terthiophene bands of TCV-3T.49

A strong quinoidization of the terthiophene molecular structure
occurs in TCV-3T, which is responsible for the ∼100 cm-1

frequency downshift relative to NPTI-3T. For example, the
thiophene ring connected to the TCV group has its three CC
bond distances almost equal. This spectroscopic data, well
supported by theoretical geometries, indicates that the strong
electron-withdrawing TCV group removes part of the charge
density in the terthiophene (i.e., less significant for further rings),
leading to its quinoidization. However, given the nature of the
“isolated” frontier orbitals in NPTI-3T, such donorf acceptor
charge drain is absent, and quinoidization is much less
noticeable.

IV. 3. Thermospectroscopic Study. Figure 11 displays the
FT-Raman spectra of NPTI-3T as a function of temperature in

Figure 10. Left: 1064 nm (bold line) and resonance 532 nm (dotted line) Raman spectra of NPTI-3T. Right: FT-Raman spectra of NPTI-3T (top)
and TCV-3T (bottom).

Figure 11. The 1064 nm FT-Raman spectra of NPTI-3T as a function
of the temperature (°C, RT: room temperature). Wavenumber incre-
ments (∆), calculated as the highest minus lowest temperature wave-
numbers, are given in cm-1.

TABLE 1: Frequencies and Wavenumber Variation ∆
(Highest Minus Lowest Temperature Wavenumbers) in cm-1

of the Most Important Raman Bands of the 1064 nm
FT-Raman Spectrum of Some of the Studied Molecules

NPTI-3T TCV-3T 3T

wavenumber-1/δ 1708/+0
wavenumber-2/δ 1598/-3
wavenumber-3/δ 1522/-4 1440/-5 1530/-2
wavenumber-4/δ 1488/-5 1417/-3 1460/-1
wavenumber-5/δ 1404/-5 1388/-7
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the solid state, whereas Table 1 summarizes the temperature
variation of the strongest lines of NPTI-3T, TCV-3T, and 3T.
The samples show a good thermal stability; no drastic changes
are detected in the range of temperatures analyzed, and the
spectra reversibly recover at any temperature. The most notice-
able finding is the frequency upshift of the thiophene and
naphthalene lines by 5 cm-1 upon cooling, while the carbonyl
band remains unaltered. Similar upshifts have been reported for
oligothiophenes with the lowering of the temperature, which
have been related to the compression of the crystallographic
unit cell at low temperatures by strengthening of the intermo-
lecular forces.51 This effect leads to an alteration of the
intermolecular potential and therefore of the vibrational frequen-
cies. The largest frequency changes are detected for the
π-conjugating Raman lines indicating cofacial π-π intermo-
lecular contacts and that this coupling undergoes a slight
modification with temperature. Largest changes are observed
for TCV-3T, indicating that (i) π-π intermolecular overlap by
π stacking is more extensive in more quinoidal molecules (i.e.,
TCV-3T) wherein intermolecular spacing is lower; this is clearly
exemplified in the case of a completely quinoid tertiophene
(Chart 1, n ) 3) with an upshift up to 10 cm-1 upon going
from +200 to -170 °C,51 and (ii) for heteroaromatic systems
such as 3T, on one hand, the molecule is already planar and
the π-π intermolecular distances in the unit cell are rather large
such that small compression (i.e., by cooling and intermolecular
force strengthening) scarcely affects the intermolecular poten-
tial.52

V. Conclusions

We have conceived and synthesized a new terthiophene
derivative substituted at � positions with a naphthalenemono-
imide functionalization, pursuing the attainment of new physical
properties. The UV-vis spectroscopic and electrochemical
properties are discussed in connection with its electronic
structure, while the vibrational Raman data outline the molecular
structure of the sample. Quantum chemical calculations are
carried out with several methodologies to support and discuss
the experimental data. A close comparison with other ter-
thiophenes available in the literature is done, and the effect of
the relative orientation of the donor and acceptor groups, or
topology, is inspected.

The weak intramolecular donor-to-acceptor charge transfer
is a consequence of minimal electronic interaction of the frontier
orbitals of the building units upon connection in NPTI-3T,
which leads to a minimal energy change in its HOMO and
LUMO that can thus be viewed as “isolated” orbitals or
practically not altered regarding its starting subunits. Hence,
the HOMO-LUMO excitation results in intramolecular charge-
transfer character and weak intensity. This situation is opposite
to the pattern of orbital combination in TCV-3T. In this sense,
the electrochemical properties reflect this situation since NPTI-
3T keeps the ability of reduction of its NPTI homologues while
oxidations are slightly destabilized; amphoteric redox behavior
is retained for the sample. The photophysical properties are
characterized by a red-shifted absorption band which is still
weak in intensity in comparison to TCV-3T and that must be
intensified for more optimal solar-to-current energy conversion.
Fluorescence is quenched for NPTI-3T, and a possible explana-
tion conceiving the activity of the nearest triplet excited states
and the S1-S0 low band gap is presented. Raman spectroscopy
is instrumental for the analysis of the molecular properties, in
particular, gives experimental support to the distortion of the
lateral thiophene ring relative to the remaining bithiophene

fragment. This molecular feature must be modified in further
terthiophenes because of its impact in the HOMO/LUMO energy
distribution and related effects. Interunit conjugation or electron
delocalization has been examined by the vibrational Raman
properties.

Summarizing, a dual perspective of substitution of oligoth-
iophenes with electron-withdrawing groups either with long-
axis or short-axis polarization has been studied, and the
implication in the electronic and molecular properties was
analyzed in detail. These studies reveal the subtle interplay
between the subunits according to the topology of the interaction
and might provide guidelines for the optimization of key features
in organic optoelectronic devices.
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